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The most up to date relevant topics, for
your every day practice

Airway / Resuscitation / Cardiology /
Neurology / Paediatrics and MORE!

Leading Emergency Medicine Speakers

Rapid learning Methods
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What is EMCORE?
Emergency Medicine Core Knowledge. It's about giving you the
latest, evidence based, practical knowledge, that you can apply
immediately. We deliver immersion into emergency medicine and
give you sharp 10 - 20 minute lectures, full of what you need to
know and use daily.
Emergency Medicine is a huge field and we aim to make it simpler,
by doing the work for you, pulling it apart and giving you what there
is to know, in an environment that is fun, and full of surprises. We
cover the big stuff: TRAUMA, RESUSCITATION, PAEDIATRICS,
NEUROLOGY, TOX, CARDIOLOGY, RESPIRATORY,SURGERY
....and MORE!. We also cover all the new and emerging information
in the field. Do you want to know about apnoeic oxygenation, or
delayed sequence intubation, or do you want to know about the
HEART score, so you can clear chest pain patients quickly, or simply
want to know how to read a CTPA, or locate a lesion in the
neurological patient, by their symptoms? Do you want to lead
resuscitations and know exactly what works? We will have this for
you and more. If you want to have information quickly at your
fingertips, this is the conference for you.... EMCORE
As Convenor of the conference, I welcome you to the EMCORE
experience, one that you will remember for long after the conference,
tell your friends about and we hope, be inspired and motivated by, to
learn even more! Our faculty of Emergency Physicians love to teach
and enjoy giving you all that you need to know and then a little more.
"The Knowledge You Take Into Your Shift DOES Matter!"
Associate Professor Peter Kas
MBBS MArch BArch FACEM
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